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The word before

God will descend from Heaven and punish the sinners;
changes in the climate will destroy humanity; earthquakes,
floods, and a rampage of the forces of nature will follow;
a stray asteroid will destroy the Earth; the ozone layer will
yield and cosmic radiation will destroy the life on the planet;
the circumference of the Sun will increase and do the same;
a super galloping ice age is on its way with temperatures
down to -100°C; Earth’s magnetic poles are shifting; the
planet will stop rotating for a day or two and then start
turning in the opposite direction; the Nibiru or the Aretu will
change its path and collide with the Earth; extraterrestrials
are coming with evil intentions; the Earth is in the middle of
a spiritual war between the forces of good and evil; we are
moving into a higher vibration of existence – the good ones
will go through the ascension process and the bad ones will
die; the Mayan calendar ends on December 21, 2012 and the
existence of our world ends along with it…
Or, simply, nothing will happen? At least nothing more
significant than what is happening every day, month or year?
I have to admit that I have not read even a tenth of what is
nowadays offered about ‘the end of the world’. I, also, have
been intentionally avoiding that subject when asked about
it during my lectures or in public correspondence. I did not
want to stir up the fire until I was able to offer a complete
explanation and, what is more important, a possible solution.
However, time was passing by and the infamous year
2012 was looming closer and that was not happening. I
already thought nothing was going to happen. After all, if it
is about external dangers, there is nothing we can do about
it, anyway. If it is about an inner transformation – I have
already been working on it for several decades, helping

people to better understand their life and their place in it,
as well as to develop their own potential and correct the
mistakes that we as individuals and as mankind have been
making. So, for a long time now, I have been investing my
entire life into a possible solution for the spiritual and life
crises in which we have found ourselves.
I have slowly come to peace with the fact that this is
enough and that there is nothing more I can do to contribute
to a better future.
And then I found Worlds Splitting Apart!
Well, I did not actually find it, but…
With time, I have become very skilled in describing complex
terms in a simple way, but this is a challenge even for me!
How to explain something that is so unusual as Worlds
Splitting Apart?
It would be so simple if it were about an old, dusty
book found in an equally dusty attic. Or, it would be very
interesting if I had received information about the existence
of a prophetic text and went across the world to pursue it
and, finally, after many adventures, found it in an exotic
country. In this latter case, I could write a powerful novel
after publication of which many would wonder if it was true
or not. The text itself could eventually be destroyed, or
simply hidden. There are many ways to clothe the message
in drama and action.
However, none of this actually happened. Still, what did
happen is in a way more interesting than the journey,
searching and finding in a material world. There is no
prophecy, text or book called Worlds Splitting Apart. Or there
is, but it is the one I wrote with my own fingers and the one
you are, in this way or another, holding in your hands, in a
paper or electronic form.

Still, as much as I think about the way it came to be, the
most accurate statement, which constantly springs to my
mind, is – I found it!
And be it so, I have to answer two questions: Where did
I find it and how? This is where things begin to get quite
complicated. To understand or at least roughly understand
my answer, you will have to read the entire text of Worlds
Splitting Apart. At this moment, I have no other choice but
to simply throw it at you, with a hope that it will not confuse
you so much to give up on further reading. Thus, Worlds
Splitting Apart was found in a place between them – in a
reality which the text itself will call multidimensional.
In regards to the way it was ‘found’, it is obvious that it
took some way to ‘get’ to that place. ‘Getting’ is in quotation
marks because the usual terms that refer to space and time
are not valid there. Therefore, everything I could possibly
say about it is just a close description. An attempt to explain
this experience to somebody who has not had it is very risky
and almost always inaccurate. Once again, the very text
of Worlds Splitting Apart will come to my aid, since in its
introductory chapters it describes the so-called ‘higher states
of consciousnesses. I believe that everything will be much
clearer afterwards. Or, it will at least be a little bit clearer,
which should be enough for understanding the text further
on.
One other important thing: I was not by myself when I
found Worlds Splitting Apart! I had ardent support… of other
people. Even though, as you will soon discover, this ‘other’
is a conditional term and it refers merely to a point of view
of one world. From a multidimensional point of view, the
situation is very different. What it is like – will again be
revealed by the text itself.
For now, it is accurate to say that I was not alone. Worlds
Splitting Apart is composed of various parts offered by
different personalities and then found in the multidimensional

reality of each one of them. In that sense, the very text
is multidimensional and in different worlds it appears in
different forms, not just in yours.
So I dared to offer you a part of the answer for which I
am aware it could cause more confusion than clarification.
Everything else – and that presumes details about
explanations of terms such as multidimensionality, various
worlds, ‘other’ personalities – is found in the text itself.
However, I want to be absolutely clear about the following:
I have not received a special task to publish this text from
anyone. The ideas in this book were not dictated, planted in
mind, transmitted or intruded. They are a result of my direct
experience, as unusual as it is. It is true that I have had
experiences and ‘meetings’ during which I was given lessons.
But, these lessons have always been given in a way that did
not leave any doubt in my personal responsibility for these
cognitions. There have never been any intrusions. I always
had to find my own way to make conclusions. Some of these
‘meetings’ with my teachers have already been described and
many of you have gotten to know me through that.
If it were not for these previous experiences, the ‘finding’ of
Worlds Splitting Apart would not be possible.
***
While reading Worlds Splitting Apart, it might seem to you
that this book is also joining with the general atmosphere of
‘predictions and assumptions’. That, of course, is not so.
Most of what you can come across and what is related
to the forthcoming period seems like an exaggeration and
causes fear or, even worse, dismissing and neglecting a need
for any kind of action.
Fear is bad since it worsens a situation. But, in a certain

way, it is what can lead to new awareness. Neglecting is even
worse, because it makes sure that events proceed according
to a scenario which we have no influence on – we become
string puppets and unconscious actors in a play with no
happy ending.
Regarding the possible future events, it will not surprise you
if I say that each one of those scenarios could happen. The
possibility for anything always exists, even though chances
may vary. Still, if someone would say to you that each one
of those scenarios is really going to happen, that would be
something else, wouldn’t it?
Does Worlds Splitting Apart deal with that? That everything
what has been talked about is really going to happen?
No, not in the usual sense of the word, but in some way –
yes!
The meaning of these puzzling sentences will soon be
explained. Get ready for unusual ideas. You might have
already heard some of them, and you might have pondered
upon some of them, but I presume that in its entirety the
explanation of the worlds splitting apart is going to be one
of the strangest and maybe even most complex theories you
know.
Regardless of that, I am convinced that most of the readers
will accept its possibility with ease. Well, times are changing.
Twenty years ago something like this would be impossible.
It would have elicited too much suspiciousness, so it was
senseless and counterproductive to talk in such a way.
Even today, similar reactions will appear, but not to such an
extent. There is a critical mass of people (at least I hope
there is) that will understand what this is about. The question
is whether this information is going to reach them and
whether it will reach them in time.

A mitigating circumstance is that at this moment there are
a lot of people who are working on spreading similar ideas.
Their ways of working may differ, as well as the theoretical
basis of their activities. It is quite possible that some of them
speak of theories that are different, and in some parts maybe
even opposite, to what you are going to read in this book.
However, if their final message corresponds – then we can
say that all of them are on the same side.
Another mitigating circumstance is a large number of those
who use methods of intimidation while speaking about the
time of changes. They are trying to implant anger in us
towards some hidden enemies (conspiracy theories) or fear
of God’s anger (religious fanatics). There are also those who
are with deliberate exaggeration creating doubt in everything
that appears on this subject, as well as those who have
become victims of their mental condition.
I do not doubt that some will assign this book to one of
the last two categories! All of us who participated in finding
Worlds Splitting Apart are absolutely aware of this. It would
not be the first time that we get accused and slandered.
But, it does not matter. After all, Worlds Splitting Apart is
not meant for them, but for those who will understand.
Since there is no more time for too many discussions, the
only thing that is important is the amount of people who will
change their lives in a way that enables positive outcome,
regardless of the number of those who will be suspicious or
even negative towards what is written here.
The book Worlds Splitting Apart talks about a time that has
started. It is pointless to talk about it as something that is
still ahead of us. No, the time of changes has already begun
and we are already in it. We are, indeed, at its beginning, but
the situation has developed past the point of no return. The
world will change. Or, to be more accurate and in accordance
with the claims of this book – worlds will change!
To be able to understand how and on which level that is

going to happen, Worlds Splitting Apart is going to take you
through several unusual ideas related to spiritual knowledge,
or the knowledge about the development of consciousness.
It would be excellent to corroborate this knowledge with
cognitions of contemporary physics. Text alone does not
do that, but I believe such comparison would be very
interesting.
Worlds Splitting Apart deals with the way our reality
gets created, as well as with the role that our state of
consciousness plays in it. It explains the term of higher
states of consciousness and the changes in experiencing
the world at the moment in which the usual state of
consciousness lifts up to a new level. The acceptance of
unusual ideas such as parallel lives and multidimensional
personal reality will be needed to understand this situation.
Some space is devoted to explain the reasons for our
current being in this sensitive time of social polarisation.
These reasons are historical and they reach to the time
around ten thousand years ago, or to the time five thousand
years ago when final foundations of our civilisation were laid.
At the same time, these reasons are also cosmic; they are
connected to cosmic rhythms, which also point to a period of
changes.
All this is just a basis for understanding Worlds Splitting
Apart! I believe, however, that these complex ideas are still
presented in a simple and comprehensible way and that they
will manage to show an unfamiliar reality and its influence on
our immediate future even to those facing them for the first
time.
***
I would like you to read Worlds Splitting Apart in a neutral
way, as much as possible. As I have already explained (at
least partially), there were more personalities involved in

the process of its ‘finding’. For this reason, text is written in
plural, thus pointing our collective opinion.
That entire process, when tried to be presented from
a point of view of one world, can be pretty confusing.
Its additional interesting feature is belonging to
multidimensionality. This means you will come upon parts
that will be mysterious and unknown to you. There will not
be many such parts, since we tried to reduce them to a
minimum and concentrate on common elements. Still, here
and there, you will come across explanations and comments
placed in footnotes. These comments refer strictly to our
world.
Regarding my own contribution, I conveyed what I know
and if it contains mistakes, they are only mine. It is possible
that I misunderstood some of the details – finally, you
will see yourself, the human mind has still not risen to the
comprehension of complete reality. Not only do we have
tendencies towards limiting, but also we are limited by our
own ideas on what reality really is. Writing (or speaking)
about it represents difficulty. I hope I have risen to this
challenge and will make your reading and comprehension
easier.
Worlds Splitting Apart, which is according to our
measurement of time expected between years 2012 and
2021, does not offer just more information or just one
more theory. If it were just about that, it would have never
appeared. What is actually going to happen during that
period depends on us. This text appeared for a clear need to
stop this process, if at all possible. If that is not the case or if
it is already too late, then its intention is to enable as many
people as possible to find themselves in right universe – the
one they would choose if given the chance.
I wish us all the depth of understanding, purity of heart,
strength and boldness in actions, as well as clear light of love
that will lead us through what might be the most sensitive

period in the history of mankind.

Worlds Splitting Apart

At the very beginning we shall shortly describe our potential
immediate future. To be able to fully comprehend what
it is about, and especially to be able to understand the
mechanism that lies behind it, you will have to read the
entire book. We honestly hope it will not be difficult for you,
but rather the opposite – it will draw your attention.
First of all, you need to know that the point of this book is
to stop the process of splitting apart of the worlds. No one
can do it alone, but we could manage it together. It is our
duty to say that our chances for success are relatively small.
A lot of things would have to change in practically every area
of life for a number of individuals. We do not even know if
that is possible – but we are hoping for the best.
Regarding the prevention of the splitting apart of the
worlds, as well as the actions that help us to ensure our
personal choice of the world in which we will live, we shall
come back to it at the end of this book. Finally, it is the point
of this book, its purpose.
What is implied by the term of the splitting apart of the
worlds?
In short and simple words, we are at the beginning of the
era in which one part of mankind is going to decide to change
its own universe and the other part will not be able to make
such a change.
Up until now, a pure will for change, strong desire and even
numerous actions leading in that direction were not enough
to make this change manifest in a material way aside from
sporadic manifestations for some individuals and very small
groups of people.

Spiritual laws, which state that the world is the way we are,
have always been in force and always will be. The universe in
which we live, our own reality, is a reflection of what we are.
This applies to us as individuals, taking into account that
our individual reality needs to fit into the collective reality.
Still, if you have enough personal strength, within given
boundaries you can create a comfortable and happy place
where you and the ones closest to you can spend your lives.
However, when attention shifts onto a common global level,
the situation gets more complex. The rule that says that the
universe is our own reflection is still valid, but now there
are a lot of people involved in this story1. Our world, the
universe in which we live, is a reflection of our inner state,
our consciousness.
The polarisation that we are witnessing – and which some
symbolically, and sometimes even literally, identify with the
war between the forces of good and evil – will also have to
manifest on a material level. A lot of people have already
begun to create a new reality, new universe. But, there
an equally large number of those who do not do that, yet
strongly cling to the old, dangerous principles of exploitation,
hierarchy, manipulation, predominance and most of all – fear.
The forces whose strength is based on fear, from
economical and political to social, are extremely powerful and
will not voluntarily give up thepower they possess. We are
not refering to organised entities, states, religions, ideologies
or some specific groups of people, or anything that would
indicate a conspiracy theory, but we are rather refering
to the story – paradigm – that is behind certain actions,
1
We need to make a remark here that it would be more accurate to say
‘living conscious beings’ and not just ‘people’. But, since we as people have the
problem, and this book is actually addressing people, we shall stay in those limits.
However, just to be noted, we do not give people some special status versus
other living beings – moreover, the change, which we are talking about, will
certainly involve redetermination of the human status and its change with regard
to other living beings.

organisations and the entire system. Even if you (re)move
certain persons or organisations, this story will, as long as it
exists, fill empty spaces in its own system with other persons
or groups.
Fortunately, underneath the surface of public events and
sometimes, rarely, even above it, a different story arises.
It is getting stronger and soon it will not be able to stay
unnoticed. There are more and more people who consciously
desire to establish their lives based on love and cooperation.
They, themselves, would be capable of that, but the system
in which they live does not allow it. Some of them fight
for change using acceptable social means, such as politics,
humanitarian organisations and education. However, most
of them realise their powerlessness – whatever they do, it
seems that the problem is just getting bigger and bigger due
to the underlying paradigm which does not change.
The ‘conflict’ between the new (spiritual) paradigm and an
old story, in which economy, politics and religion are joint
participants, will not represent a revolution. The revolution
of any kind would just change the cast in an old, already
chewed up play of human stupidity.
Something more honest and thorough is going to happen,
which will at the same time be striking and actually
completely incomprehensible to members of the old world.
Subordinates, that is, the ones oppressed by the old
paradigm, will not even be able to see what happened!
Supported by cosmic rhythms (on which we will talk later),
polarisation of the old and the new under the principals of
the law of “creating the world as an image of one’s own
being” will lead to the worlds splitting apart! Literally, what
has been joined in one universe for thousands of years will
now split apart and become two!
Some people will stay in one of them, some in the other.

The line of splitting will not represent adherence to a
particular religion, belief, politics, geographical location or
some other such trivia. The line of splitting will be drawn
where nobody can reach but you – deep in your heart, in
your own consciousness.

Drawing No. 1
We can imagine the surprise on faces of many who will
read these lines. We already hear numerous questions. “Are
you serious? What do you mean – two planets of Earth will
be created? And some will stay on one and the rest on the
other? How will this choice be made? How will we experience
that transition, that ‘splitting apart’? When exactly will that
happen? What mechanism and what laws are behind such a
thing?”

Also, of course, there are many other questions raised
from various points of view – from contemptuous rejection
and healthy curiosity to excitement because someone
systematically described an intuitive feeling shared by many
throughout the world.
We intend to answer all these questions in the further
course of the book. For a starter, we will make it short and in
due order.
Yes, we are very seriously laying out a theory that will be
incomprehensible to many. No, we are not doing it for them,
but for the others who are open enough to at least think
about it. Regarding the ‘two Earths’ coming into existence,
we shall soon explain that they already exist, and that there
are not just two of them, but many! In order to understand
this, we shall have to accept the terms of parallel and
multidimensional realities. We are at the point of splitting
apart and the truth is that some will decide to stay in the old
reality and some will choose the new one.
This choice will not be made by someone from the outside,
especially not by an organisation or a group of people, and
not even by God or a God’s prophet. You are the only one
who can make this choice for yourself. The experience of
‘splitting apart’ (we emphasise again, it would be better if
the splitting does not occur, even though chances for this are
small) will for some be conscious, but for many others it will
be completely unconscious. It depends on something called
‘integrity of multidimensional personalities’ and it will be
explained in the following chapters. Regarding the timing, the
subtitle of this book are years between 2012 and 2021. We
consider that it is more probable that this process will have
an early start.
Regarding the mechanism and the laws behind this
phenomenon… Well, now, continue – the entire book is about
that!

However, before going further, we hope that you have not
forgotten to ask: “What can I do about that?” This book
will also answer this question, which is, actually, the most
important one. The reason for its appearance is not to amuse
you. Moreover, it will probably attract a considerable amount
of contempt and rejection. Its purpose is to convey the
information to those who are ready for it. It might contribute
to preventing the splitting apart from happening, but it might
only help some individuals to choose the life in the new
world, free of old, fear-based principles. The actions that
will be advised to you are good for both. They are actually
good for YOUR LIFE and you cannot go wrong with them, no
matter how striking the theory of the worlds splitting apart
might be.

